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Recent developments in the magnetization dynamics in spin textures, particularly skyrmions, offer promising
new directions for magnetic storage technologies and spintronics. Skyrmions, characterized by their topological
protection and efficient mobility at low current density, are increasingly recognized for their potential applica-
tions in next-generation logic and memory devices. This study investigates the dynamics of skyrmion magne-
tization, focusing on the manipulation of their topological states as a basis for bitwise data storage through a
modified Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation (LLG). We introduce spin-polarized electrons from a topological fer-
romagnet that induce an electric dipole moment that interacts with the electric gauge field within the skyrmion
domain. This interaction creates an effective magnetic field that results in a torque that can dynamically change
the topological state of the skyrmion. In particular, we show that these torques can selectively destroy and create
skyrmions, effectively writing and erasing bits, highlighting the potential of using controlled electron injection
for robust and scalable skyrmion-based data storage solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of magnetization dynamics in magnetic tex-
tures such as skyrmions and vortices has seen significant
progress in recent years [1–3]. Magnetic skyrmions, which
are quasiparticle-like textures with a unique topology, have
attracted attention because of their potential applications in
spintronics and data storage [4–7]. Recent research has fo-
cused on developing efficient methods to create, manipulate,
and excite magnetic skyrmions [8–10]. It has been theoret-
ically shown by Koshibae et al. [11] that even local heat-
ing can produce magnetic skyrmions in chiral and magnetic
dipole magnets. Other topological magnetic textures, such as
domain walls, vortices, and bimerons, have also been studied.
The interaction between spin waves and magnetic textures has
been found to be particularly interesting and rich in physics,
leading to the development of magnon-based information pro-
cessing schemes. The flexibility and reconfigurability of mag-
netic textures have been discussed regarding their potential for
applications in various fields. The recent progress in the field
of magnetization dynamics in magnetic textures therefore has
opened up new avenues for the development of practical de-
vices with improved performance.

Skyrmions, topologically protected spin textures, have be-
come a focal point in magnetism research due to their poten-
tial applications in spintronic devices. Their unique proper-
ties, combined with the ability to be moved with low cur-
rent densities, make them promising candidates for next-
generation memory and logic devices. Current-induced de-
struction of skyrmions is a phenomenon that occurs when a
skyrmion encounters a critical current density, at which it ex-
periences a force that causes it to annihilate. This process is
particularly useful in the context of spintronics, where the ma-
nipulation and control of skyrmions are essential for various
applications, such as memory devices and logic circuits. With
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the increased interest in designing novel spintronic devices us-
ing quantum materials, it is naturally interesting to study the
topological materials/skyrmion supporting ferromagnet het-
erostructures [12–18]. Heterostructures combining ferromag-
nets with topological insulators have shown promise for host-
ing magnetic skyrmions, offering a novel platform for spin-
tronics and information storage technologies [19, 20]. Studies
have demonstrated the presence of magnetic skyrmions and
skyrmionium at the interface of these heterostructures, facili-
tated by strong spin-orbit coupling and interfacial Dzyaloshin-
skii–Moriya interaction, which are key for the development of
next-generation low-energy spintronic devices [21].

In this paper, we explore the magnetization dynamics of
skyrmions, with an emphasis on manipulating its topologi-
cal behavior, using a modified Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
equation [22], particularly, we proposed that if spin-polarized
electrons are incident from a topological ferromagnet such
as Dirac half metal (DHM), then these stream of electrons
with relativistic speed can give rise to an electric dipole mo-
ment which can interact with gauge electric field in the re-
gion of a spin texture such as skyrmion. Such interaction
can give rise to an effective magnetic field that can offer an
additional torque to the LLG equation similar to the spin-
orbit torques [23, 24]. DHM are materials that exhibit unique
electronic properties, combining the characteristics of half-
metals [25] and Dirac fermions [26]. These materials are of
significant interest in the field of spintronics due to their po-
tential for high-speed spintronics applications with zero en-
ergy consumption. The electronic structure of DHMs is char-
acterized by a band structure with a gap in one spin channel
and a Dirac cone in the other spin channel. This means that
one spin channel has a bandgap, while the other spin chan-
nel has a linear dispersion relation, similar to that of massless
Dirac fermions. This unique electronic structure is responsi-
ble for the spin-polarized transport properties of DHMs [27].
Also, recently it has been shown that such interaction can
give rise to additional anomalous velocity that would give rise
to transverse conductivity similar to the anomalous Hall ef-
fect [28]. In this work, we concentrate on how this new kind of
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spin torque can affect the magnetization dynamics in a typical
spin texture such as skyrmion. It is well known that skyrmion
is a topologically stable magnetic vortex that has been pro-
posed as a promising candidate for next-generation informa-
tion storage and processing devices [29]. We show that the
above mentioned type of spin torque can be used to create and
destroy skyrmions and that the concentration, direction, and
velocity of the incident carriers can control skyrmion dynam-
ics. It should be noted that one of the key advantages of us-
ing skyrmions in spintronics devices is their potential for low
energy consumption. The ability to move skyrmions with cur-
rents several orders of magnitude lower than those required
for typical domain wall motion could lead to more energy-
efficient devices. However, this also means that understand-
ing the destruction mechanisms caused by current injection is
crucial to prevent accidental data loss. For simplicity, here we
consider a single skyrmion for study. This particular work ad-
dresses the treatment of the interface between quantum mate-
rials such as DHM and skyrmion from a new perspective. We
discuss the results after presenting the theoretical framework
we used.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: THE EFFECTIVE
FIELD AND TORQUE DUE TO THE INTERACTION

BETWEEN THE GAUGE ELECTRIC FIELD AND THE
DIPOLE MOMENT OF THE

The theoretical framework is formulated by emphasizing
the significance of the interplay between the gauge field and
the dipole moment in influencing the behavior of magnetic
systems. In this section, we review the mathematical formu-
lations and the physical implications of this interaction in the
context of skyrmions. The geometry of the problem is shown
in the Fig.1. In the present investigation, we consider a pla-
nar geometry confined to the xz-plane, where a skyrmion is
localized within a thin film structure at the interface with a
Dirac Half-metal (DHM) [30–32]. The skyrmion exhibits a
non-trivial spin configuration where the magnetization vector
M wraps around a unit sphere. The DHM injects a stream
of spin-polarized electrons, their polarization modulated by
the relativistic band structure of the material. The interac-
tions between these electrons and the skyrmion occur pre-
dominantly along the interface in the xz-plane, influencing
the skyrmion’s dynamic response to external perturbations
and the resultant magnetization dynamics, governed by the
skyrmion’s complex geometry within this plane. Suppose the
skyrmion spin texture is described by the magnetic vector M.
We are interested in the dynamics of it as we inject a stream
of spin-polarized electrons from a topological ferromagnet in
the vicinity of it. Building on our previous work, we now turn
our attention to the torque and effective field arising from the
continuity equation of the magnetization density. A compre-
hensive analytical and numerical analysis will be presented to
elucidate the dynamics of skyrmions under various scenarios.
The current-induced magnetization dynamics is described by
the modified LLG equation [28],

Ṁ = γM×Heff +αM×Ṁ+ γTgauge (1)

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the interface between the Dirac
Half metal (DHM) and the skyrmion. The big arrows on the left-hand
side represent the spin-up and spin-down channels.

Where the first two terms in the right hand of the above equa-
tion describe the usual LLG equation in terms of precessional
and damping torque. The last term Tgauge is the torque due
to the injection of spin-polarized carriers from the Dirac half-
metal. This torque arises due to the interaction of the very fast
carriers with velocity v and magnetization density m near the
interface with the gauge electric field in the skyrmion. Be-
cause of the relativistic nature of these electrons, there is an
electric dipole moment given by, d= 1

c2 (v×m) [33–35]. Here
c is the velocity of the light. The magnetization density can
be split into two parts as m = m0 + δm [36], where m0 is
the equilibrium magnetization density of the conduction elec-
trons in the skyrmion region without any injected carriers (in
the absence of DHM), and δm is the modification of it due to
carrier injection from DHM. The above torque is a result of
the interaction of the gauge electric field (Es) and the above-
mentioned dipole via,

E =−Es ·d =−∑
h̄
2e

M ·
(
Ṁ×∇iM

)
di (2)

The ith-component of the gauge field can be written as Es
i =

± h̄
2e M ·

(
Ṁ×∇iM

)
[37–39]. The sign ± refers to the spin of

the carrier (either up or down) experiencing the field. Here h̄
is the reduced Planck constant, e is the elementary charge re-
spectively. The effective field He f f in Eq.1 is derived from the
background magnetic structure which follows a Dzyaloshin-
skii–Moriya interaction (DMI) given by [40],

EDMI =
∫

D · (M · (∇×M))d3r (3)

The effective field is given by Heff = − 1
µ0Ms

δEDMI
δM It was

shown in the previous study [28] that the nature of the new
damping term depends on the spin-polarization direction of
the incident electrons. When the incident electrons are spin-
polarized along the z-direction [m = (0,0,mz)], the additional
damping acts opposite to the intrinsic damping and lowers the
effective damping in the system. Therefore, this torque is a
kind of anti-damping torque that tries to amplify the proces-
sional motion. On the other hand, if the incident electrons
are polarized along the y-direction [m = (0,my,0)], it has ten-
dency to enhance the total damping in the system. There-
fore, the above interactions give both damping-like and anti-
damping-like contributions depending on the direction of the
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polarization of the incident electrons. The entire theoretical
formalism relies on two assumptions:

1. Equivalence of drift and Fermi velocities, as observed
in most of the topological materials [41], enabling the
formation of electric dipole moment (d) to interact with
the gauge electric field (Es).

2. The gauge electric field and the electric dipole moment
due to fast carriers are in the same coordinate system,
permitting their dot product, −Es ·d, to represent inter-
action energy.

The first assumption comes from the fact that for materials
with linear band structures, like graphene, the drift velocity is
comparable to the Fermi velocity, indicating that similar con-
ditions are expected in Dirac half metals (DHMs) and other
topological materials which are considered as carrier injector
to the spin-texture here. To fulfill the second assumption, we
can perform a coordinate transformation such that Es and d
are in the same reference frame. This involves rotating d us-
ing a suitable rotation matrix.

III. ROTATION MATRIX TO ALIGN THE DIPOLE
VECTOR WITH THE TEXTURE FRAME OF REFERENCE

The rotation matrix, denoted here as R, is essential for
aligning vectors from a global reference frame to the local
frame defined by a skyrmion’s magnetization texture at any
given point. Given its non-uniform and topologically non-
trivial magnetization profile, this alignment is crucial for ac-
curately analyzing the interactions and dynamics within the
skyrmion structure. In our scenario, the dipole orientation is
either aligned with the global y axis or with the global z axis
because the incident carriers are injected along the global x
direction.

Given a local magnetization direction M = [Mx,My,Mz] at
a point within the skyrmion, and the global z-axis z = [0,0,1],
for example, the construction of R involves the following
steps:

1. Determine the Rotation Axis: The axis around which
the rotation occurs, k, is found by taking the cross prod-
uct of z and M, and normalizing the result:

k =
z×M

∥z×M∥
.

2. Calculate the Rotation Angle: The angle θ of rotation
is determined by the angle between z and M, computed
using the dot product:

θ = arccos
(

z ·M
∥z∥∥M∥

)
.

3. Construct the Skew-Symmetric Matrix: The skew-
symmetric matrix K associated with the rotation axis k
is constructed as follows:

K =

 0 −kz ky
kz 0 −kx
−ky kx 0

 .

4. Apply Rodrigues’ Rotation Formula: The rotation
matrix R is then derived using Rodrigues’ rotation for-
mula, which in terms of K and θ , is given by [42]:

R = I + sin(θ)K +(1− cos(θ))K2,

where I is the identity matrix.

This formulation of R allows for the transformation of any
vector from the global reference frame to the local frame at
the point of interest within the skyrmion. The spatial varia-
tion of M across the skyrmion necessitates the computation of
R at each point where an alignment with the local magnetiza-
tion direction is required. To ensure that both Es and d are
in the same reference frame, the following transformation is
performed,

d′ = Rd (4)

IV. INTERACTION ENERGY AND TORQUE
CALCULATION

The interaction energy E is defined as,

E =−Es ·d′ =−∑
h̄
2e

M ·
(
Ṁ×∇iM

)
d′

i . (5)

As explained above, this interaction is in general local and
depends on where it takes place in the xz-plane. The torque
Tgauge, attributable to the interaction, follows:

Tgauge = M×Hgauge, (6)

with Hgauge being:

Hgauge =− ∂E

∂M
=

h̄
2e ∑

i

(
Ṁ×∇iM

)
d′

i . (7)

V. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

For the numerical simulation of magnetization dy-
namics within skyrmions, we used the physical con-
stants: gyromagnetic ratio γ=1.7608597×1011 rad/(sT),
Gilbert damping coefficient α=0.01, reduced Planck
constant h̄=1.054571834×10−34 Js, elementary charge
e=1.60217663×10−19 C, speed of light c=3×108 m/s. The
drift velocity v of the carriers was varied in the simulation. As
already mentioned, the effective magnetic field Heff is defined
mainly in terms of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction.
The DMI constant used in this work was D=0.1 meV/Å.
Other than DMI, a small field of 0.1T was added in the Heff
to take account of the other internal fields. The temporal
resolution is established to proceed through 100 discrete time
steps.

The skyrmion profile can be visualized within a two-
dimensional lattice, as depicted in Fig. 2, which acts as a pre-
cursor for the spin injection from the adjacent topological fer-
romagnet, specifically a Dirac Half-metal.
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FIG. 2. Initial skyrmion profile targeted for spin injection from the
Dirac Half-metal. The skyrmion profile is shown in the global xz
plane.

The skyrmion’s out-of-plane magnetization component My
is described as a radially dependent function, while its in-
plane components Mx,Mz exhibit a vortical arrangement. We
adopt an advanced midpoint method to iteratively update the
magnetization vectors, ensuring the incorporation of both
damping effects and the spin torque influences. At each time
step, we calculate the torque exerted on the skyrmion to pre-
dict its evolution.

To quantify the resulting magnetic configurations, we cal-
culate the topological charge Q of the skyrmion, a conserved
quantity emblematic of the skyrmion’s stability and defined
as [43–45]:

Q =
1

4π

∫
(M · (∂xM×∂zM))dxdz, (8)

where ∂xM and ∂zM are the spatial derivatives of the magne-
tization vector M along the x and z directions, respectively.
Here, Q = 1 indicates a stable, topologically non-trivial state
such as a skyrmion, where the magnetization wraps around the
sphere once. On the other hand, Q= 0 indicates either a trivial
state or a state where any local twists or curls in the magnetiza-
tion do not contribute to a net topological charge, suggesting
a topologically trivial state. The dot product M · (∂xM×∂zM)
quantifies the local contribution to this topological winding.
This integral is numerically approximated over the simulation
grid.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Skyrmions, as topologically protected magnetic textures,
hold great promise as information carriers in the field of spin-
tronics. Their stability and manipulability through external
fields and currents make them excellent candidates for the
next generation of memory and logic devices. Our inves-
tigation into the magnetization dynamics of skyrmions fo-
cuses on the primarily interplay between the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) interaction and the interaction between rela-
tivistic dipole moment and the gauge field. It should be noted
that rotation matrix R, which encapsulates the transforma-
tion required to align vectors from a global reference frame
to the local magnetization direction of a skyrmion, exhibits
significant spatial variation across different positions within
the skyrmion structure. This variation is a direct reflection
of the skyrmion’s unique magnetization texture, which transi-
tions from a specific orientation at the edge, often tangentially
arranged around the skyrmion boundary to a markedly dif-
ferent orientation at the center, where the magnetization typ-
ically aligns either parallel or antiparallel to the skyrmion’s
axis. To consider a realistic situation let us consider that m(r)
has its maximum value at the interface between the DHM
& skyrmion. It decays exponentially from the edge to the
core. Such exponential decay of m(r) can be modeled as
m(r) = m0 exp(−λ r), where m0 is the maximum magnetiza-
tion density at the edge, λ is a decay constant, and r is the ra-
dial distance from the edge towards the skyrmion core. Such
dependence on injected carriers’ influence on the skyrmion
structure is strongest at the periphery and weakens as one
moves toward the center. Considering such a profile of the
m(r), let us consider a point (x,z) which lies almost outside
the range of the skyrmion radius, where θ ∼ 0, there M al-
most aligns with the z-axis, R is an identity matrix, and there-
fore d′ ∼ d. This situation is equivalent to the original work
of Bhattacharjee et al.[28]. To simulate a realistic environ-
ment for skyrmion stability, an additional magnetic field of
0.1 Tesla is applied, because skyrmion stability is compro-
mised at fields greater than 1.0 Tesla, even in the absence of
any interactions with a spin gauge field. The DM interaction
is taken as the predominant contribution to the effective mag-
netic field He f f , which governs the behavior of skyrmions in
the system. Figure 2 illustrates the initial configuration of the
skyrmion with a topological charge Q = 1, representative of
an isolated skyrmion state that is stabilized by the interplay
between the DM interaction and the external magnetic field.

As we introduce fast-moving carriers into the system, the
magnetization dynamics in the skyrmion are drastically al-
tered. These carriers are modeled as spin-polarized electrons
originating from a DHM, chosen for their high spin polariza-
tion and relativistic effects, which are significant in interacting
with the skyrmion’s internal structure.

The carrier injection effect is illustrated in Figure 3. Here
we consider the case when carriers injected from the DHM
have the spin polarization along z-direction, i,e m= (0,0,mz).
As we have shown in our previous study such a situation
will create an anti-damping sort of spin torque [28]. (It
can also be seen easily here that for geometry we consider,
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the effective magnetic field due to the interaction between
the gauge field and dipole moment is given by Hgauge ∼
h̄
2e

(
Ṁ×∇yM

) 1
c2 vxmz which implies that the torque, Tgauge =

M × Hgauge is perpendicular to M). The plot demonstrates
a nonlinear correlation between the velocity of carriers and
the skyrmion’s topological charge Q as introduced in Eq.8.
The results correspond to the solution of the modified LLG
equation. The simulation employs a time-evolution method to
study the dynamics of a skyrmion within a magnetized ma-
terial, incorporating both classical and quantum mechanical
effects. The evolution of the magnetization vector, M, is gov-
erned by the LLG equation, modified to include an additional
term accounting for the gauge torque arising from the rela-
tivistic interaction between the magnetization dynamics and
a moving electron current. The effective field, Heff, com-
bines the additional magnetic field and the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya Interaction (DMI), which is essential for stabilizing
the skyrmion structure. The simulation discretizes time into
small steps of 1 picosecond (ps), using a midpoint method for
numerical integration to ensure stability and accuracy in the
evolution of the magnetization. The total simulation time is
100 ps. Topological charges are calculated at specified inter-
vals to monitor the skyrmion’s behavior and integrity through-
out the simulation, offering insights into its dynamic proper-
ties and interactions with external influences. The Fig.3 de-
picts a plot of the topological charge (Q) as a function of car-
rier velocity (v). As mentioned, with no carrier injection, the
topological charge Q=1. As the velocity increases, the topo-
logical charge rapidly decreases, dropping to approximately
0.6 at 2.0×105 ms−1, and further diminishing to a value just
above 0.2 at a velocity of 1.0× 106 ms−1. The plot corre-
sponds to the value m0 = 1018 and λ = 1. This trend sug-
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FIG. 3. Dependence of topological charge Q on carrier velocity v in
a skyrmion subjected to spin-polarized electrons from a Dirac Half
Metal.

gests that the skyrmion’s stability is affected by the carrier
velocity; higher velocities lead to a reduction in topological
charge. The topological charge quantifies the degree to which
the skyrmion’s spin texture wraps around the unit sphere. A
charge close to 1 implies a stable, well-defined skyrmion,
while lower values indicate a distortion or unwinding of the
skyrmion structure, possibly due to the increased influence of
the relativistic torque at higher electron velocities. This could

be interpreted as the skyrmion structure being less robust and
potentially more prone to deformation or annihilation when
subjected to faster moving electric carriers, which would be
consistent with a scenario where the interplay between the
spin texture and the itinerant electrons is influenced by rel-
ativistic effects such as spin-transfer torque.

In the simulation of skyrmion dynamics under the influence
of a current-induced spin-transfer torque, a crucial parame-
ter is the critical current density, beyond which the skyrmion
becomes unstable and potentially annihilates. For the above
case, the skyrmion is stable with a topological charge Q is
0.994 at a carrier velocity of 0.03 × 106 m/s. We may in-
fer that the skyrmion configuration remains nearly intact, as
Q is very close to 1, the value expected for an undistorted
skyrmion. Considering this as the highest velocity at which
Q remains close to 1, we can consider it the critical veloc-
ity vcrit. With the assumption of 100% spin polarization,
provided by the use of Dirac half-metals, we take the net
magnetization density m as equivalent to the charge carrier
density n. Thus, the critical current density Jcrit that marks
the boundary of skyrmion stability can be calculated using
the relation Jcrit = nevcrit. Substituting n = 1.0× 1018 m−3,
e = 1.602× 10−19 C, and vcrit = 0.03× 106 m/s, we obtain
a critical current density of approximately 4812 A/m2. To

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the skyrmion when injected with carriers
with velocity v = 1.0× 106 m/s. Snapshots are taken at 25ps, 50ps,
75ps and 100ps. The topological charges are shown below in each
case in the below.

understand how the is destroyed or nearly destroyed at the
carrier velocity of 1.0×106 ms−1, we plot the temporal evo-
lution of the skyrmion in Fig.4. At a carrier injection velocity
of v = 1.0×106 m/s, the time-resolved magnetization config-
urations show that skyrmion stability gradually decreases and
eventually the skyrmion is destroyed. The topological charge,
starting at a quantized value near unity, indicative of a sta-
ble skyrmion, decreases steadily over time to a value of 0.24
at 100 picoseconds. This decay in topological charge sug-
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gests a weakening of the topological protection due to the in-
creasing influence of spin transfer torque (STT) effects. The
STT, proportional to the carrier velocity in the LLG equa-
tion, destabilizes the skyrmion’s structure by exerting a non-
conservative force on the local magnetic moments. This force
opposes the intrinsic stabilization mechanisms, such as the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) leading to the un-
winding of the skyrmion. While the plots in Fig.4 show subtle
visual changes, the significant reduction in topological charge
indicates underlying alterations in the spin texture, possibly
including the annihilation of the skyrmion core or the disrup-
tion of its chiral boundary.

The plot in Fig.4 depict the temporal evolution of a
skyrmion subject to spin-polarized electronic currents at a ve-
locity of v = 1.0× 106 m/s. The sequence from 25 ps to 100
ps reveals a progressive change in the skyrmion’s magneti-
zation texture. Initially, at 25 ps, the dense and orderly ar-
ray of vectors indicates a stable skyrmion configuration with
high topological charge (Q=0.56), consistent with a more in-
tact skyrmionic state. As time progresses, the vectors begin
to splay and deviate from the original symmetry, especially
noticeable by 50 ps (Q=0.36) and 75 ps (Q=0.26), signal-
ing the onset of skyrmion deformation. By 100 ps (Q=0.24),
the array is significantly more disordered, with the vectors
largely aligned along the current flow direction, aligning with
the topological charge reduction. This suggests the skyrmion
has undergone a substantial structural breakdown, potentially
transitioning to a topologically trivial state. A vivid color gra-
dient serves as a visual cue for the magnitude change of the
magnetization, supporting the process of a skyrmion losing
structure and stability to spin-polarized currents at high ve-
locities.

Finally, it can be seen that the destroyed skyrmion can re-
store its topological state if we inject current such that the
incident electrons have along the y-direction [m = (0,my,0)].
Again from our previous study this corresponds to the case
when the spin torque has damping like feature [28]. To
demonstrate this we start with the spin texture with topologi-
cal charge of Q=0.2 (the final state after 100 ps of dynamics,
we now call it as a simple spin texture as it has very small
Q) as shown in the Fig.4. The Fig.5 shows the evolution of
the topological charge, Q, with respect to the carrier veloc-
ity, v, providing significant insight into the dynamic behav-
ior of the texture under current-induced influences. However,
the restoration curve does not indicate a full recovery to the
original state, plateauing before reaching Q = 1. The slight
discrepancy from the expected unity of the topological charge
could be attributed to numerical artifacts within the computa-
tional simulation. This plateau hints at a potential asymptotic
approach to the skyrmion’s initial state or a dynamic equilib-
rium established by the interplay between the external cur-
rent injection and the inherent material properties and internal
fields.

Therefore, in our study, the anti-damping-like torque likely
provided sufficient energy to misalign the spins within the
skyrmion structure, leading to its destruction due to the desta-
bilization of its coherent spin structure. It should be noted here
that Litzius et al. have experimentally found that the field like
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the topological charge Q for for the spin injec-
tion to the spin texture with neglible topological charge.

(anti-damping) SOT can change the skyrmion Hall angle with
increasing current density [46]. Conversely, the damping-like
torque aided in realigning the spins in a way that either sup-
ported the creation or the stabilization of the skyrmion.

In the end, we address some limitations of our study. Here
we have considered the interaction between the relativistic
dipole with the gauge field at the periphery of the skyrmion,
where this effect is most pronounced. But it is also possi-
ble to investigate deep inside the skyrmion region where the
matrix R is different from the unity matrix. It will be interest-
ing to explore the torque behaviour at the very interior of the
skyrmion, which we keep for future work. Furthermore, the
temperature effects are not considered as that would compli-
cate the scenario. Lastly, the magnetic exchange interaction
described by the Hamiltonian Hex =

∫
dr3J(∇M)2 is omitted

to avoid the complexities introduced by the parameter J, aim-
ing to maintain the transparency of our results..

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have investigated the magnetization dy-
namics of a single skyrmion subjected to the injection of
spin-polarized electrons originating from a Dirac half-metal
(DHM). Dirac half-metals are characterized by their abil-
ity to emit electrons with drift velocities comparable to the
Fermi velocity, leading to a substantial non-equilibrium mag-
netization density at the interface between the DHM and the
skyrmion. The relativistic characteristics of these electrons
mean that their magnetization density is associated with an
electric dipole moment. This dipole moment interacts with
the skyrmion’s gauge electric field, resulting in an effective
magnetic field. This field, in turn, exerts a torque on the
skyrmion’s magnetization texture. To quantitatively under-
stand these interactions, we modified the Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equation to include the effects of spin trans-
fer torque driven by these high-velocity electron streams. Our
modified LLG simulations reveal significant changes in the
skyrmion’s magnetic configurations over time. One of the
most notable outcomes of our study is the observation that
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the skyrmion’s topological charge can be substantially re-
duced by injecting electrons along a specific direction, ef-
fectively leading to the skyrmion’s destruction. More impor-
tantly, when relativistic spin-polarized carriers are injected or-
thogonally to the initial direction, the skyrmion’s topological
charge, and hence its characteristic magnetic texture is again
restored. These findings therefore highlight the potential for
manipulating skyrmionic states using controlled electron in-
jection. This capability suggests new avenues for employing
skyrmion-based systems at the interfaces of topological mate-

rials and ferromagnets, potentially advancing applications in
magnetic storage and spintronic devices.
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